
ST Meeting #13 - 11.02.2021
Participants:

Nico
Mark King
Tim Gleeson
Joe Cecile
Martha G.
Michelle S.
Ken Stewart

Excused:
Sharon Owens

Agenda:

New Request - Samsara
Sentiment Analysis Fellowship
Questions

Meeting Notes:

Jessica confirmed that the cameras are capturing images outside of the vehicle. They are not capturing images inside the cab of the 
vehicles.
Nico directed that this technology is not exempt - the group determined it would not be exempt
Jen asked about data access and retention - questions were raised about how the data would be stored, used, and disposed of.

What's the security here, how does the data move from the device to the cloud?
It's been recommended that we turn the live streaming off on this tech.
How are they sifting through this data? A desire to understand this better was expressed

Jen stated that Rich and other City supervisors would use this tech to determine the safety of employees, efficiency, and 
accountability.
Are they video streaming or flat camera images?
We are unclear at this time if the tech is collecting images continuously or not

Chief Gleeson chimed in that he believes the data is collecting a ton of this data continuously.
We believe the tech collects data dependent on vehicle speed, so it would capture data relative to the vehicle operation.
Its been assumed that we can request historical video 40 to 60 (days/hours?) and store that

We have a lot of questions that we would like to address before deciding.
This is different tech than we have reviewed previously

Martha - Sentiment Analysis Fellow - the thought is as applications and sentiment increase that the City would have some insight as to 
how folks feel about the technology we are implementing. This would be helpful to internal processes and strategic planning so the 
thought is to operationalize this process so that we can collect this information to inform decisions moving forward. LeMoyne has 
supported this effort is supplying a student that will provide the capacity to complete the necessary tasks to accomplish this at this time.

Action Items:

 

Decision points:

This technology will not be exempt at this time, and we will review it and we plan to have a public comment period.
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